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The chemical thermodynamic properties of the actinlde oxides have long

been of interest for nuclear fuel design and for predicting fuel behavior

under accident conditions. The result of such interest has been the publi-

cation of many studies over several decades containing thousands of measure-

ments. The calcium fluorite structure <PuO2-x>* and <U1_zPuz02_x> phases

have been intensely studied, with in excess of 1000 data points having been

determined.

The object of the current work is to develop quantitative models of

<PuO2-x> and <Ni-z
puz02-x> which accurately describe the oxygen potential-

temperature-composition behavior of the phases. Several models of the

structure and thermodynamic behavior of plutonia and the mixed oxide have

already been developed by others, and some are currently undergoing further

refinement. A few appear to reproduce observed behavior in limited regions

of temperature and composition. These models vary from the simple approach

to the mixed oxide which assumes that the plutonium valence controls oxygen

potential,1 to the quaslchemlcal view of Blackburn and Johnson,2 and to the

emerging statistical mechanical vaodels of Catlcw and Tasker3 and others.

The entire available data base of oxygen potential-temperature-

composition values were extracted for use in the development of the models

for rhe plutonia and mixed oxide phases. With perhaps the exception of

*The following notation is used throughout: < > solid phase; [ ] solid
solution component; ( ) gaseous species.
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Babelot et al.,1* little effort has been made to utilize the large existing

data base in such analyses. The data was instrumental in developing our

models for the oxides, indicating the appropriate oxygen potential-

composition relationships and providing for the determination of parametric

values.

The modeling approach used by us is fundamentally simple, utilizing the

assumption that the complex oxides can be described as solutions of oxides

with invariant stoichiometries. Thus the <PuO2_x> phase is presumed to con-

sist of two interdlssolved fluorite-structure oxides. And subsequently, the

more complex <ui-2
Puz°2-x'> phase is modeled as combinations of various

invariant stoichiometric oxides, the subsystems of which are previously

determined from the binaries.

The plutonia phase is modeled as a solution of solvent [PuO2] and a

lower oxide phase, the stoichiometry of which is critical to the success of

the model. Initially it was assumed that the oxides form an ideal solution

and a number of stoichiometries for the solute phase were tested with this

approach. An equilibrium reaction yielding gaseous oxygen was used to

relate In po2, where po2 is the oxygen pressure, to the composition of the

solute species. The goodness of the fit of the oxygen potential-

temperature-composition data to this relation was then used to determine the

appropriate solute species. The observation that the fluorite-structure

phase does not extend below x * 0.4 suggested that the solute species should

have an O/Pu ratio near 1.5. The best fit was found using the species

[Puj,/3O2].

The mixed oxide system was modeled as a solution of [Pu^/30^, [PuO2],

[D02], and either [u^Oi^s] or [U3O7], depending on the oxygen potential
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range. The uranium oxides were previously determined to well represent

hyperstolchlometrlc uranium dioxide.5 This model for the mixed oxide

agrees with the data over the entire temperature-composition for which

measurements have been made. It has been observed, however, that oxygen

potential-temperature-composition data near stoichlometry appears to have a

great deal of scatter, as does much of the data above stoichiometry.

The chemical thermodynamic models for <PuO2_x> and <Ui_zPu202_x>

described here are among the first to make extensive use of the large oxygen

potential-temperature-composition data base which exists for these systems.

These relatively simple models should be easily applied to the design of

fuel compositions, the analysis of behavior during burnup, and the develop-

ment of codes for accident analysis.
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